Breakdown of Excitability by Attenuated PRV-152 Infection in Auditory Brainstem Neurons of Mongolian Gerbils.
Pseudorabies virus (PRV), a neurovirulent α-herpesvirus, spreads between neurons at synaptic connections. PRV-infected neurons have been shown to exhibit functional deficits with the attenuated PRV152 Bartha strain negatively influencing neuronal functioning in in vitro model systems. However, the impact of this attenuated PRV152 Bartha strain on the native central nervous system has not been fully explored. Using a combination of in vivo stereotactic injections and post-hoc in vitro whole-cell recordings, we investigated the functional impact of PRV152 Bartha in the auditory system of juvenile Mongolian gerbils. The specificity of this virus strain to spread exclusively trans-synaptically in a retrograde fashion and the well-defined structure of the ascending auditory brainstem pathways allowed us to determine the physiological alterations in primary and secondary infected neurons. We find at primary and secondary infections sites, the inferior colliculus (IC) and dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus respectively, a reduced excitability of infected cells. The loss of excitability is manifested by an increase in current threshold and a loss of action potential generation. The minor changes in the approximated passive membrane parameters induced by the infection cannot explain the full loss in excitability, indicating that channel densities and properties have changed. This impact on neuronal functioning might contribute to the lethal neurovirulent effects of PRV viruses as vital neuronal circuits might cease activity. Since the detrimental effects of the attenuated PRV152 Bartha strain are reduced compared to wild-type strains, it comprises an excellent tool to study the neuropathological mechanisms of viral infections.